ABSTRACT
ºC. In this first cycle, the thermal histories of the respective samples were equalized completely.
171
Then the second scans were run from −140 ºC to 200 ºC to record stable thermograms. The glass 172 transition temperature (T g ) was determined from the midpoint of the discontinuity in heat flow. The degree of total acyl substitution (total-DS) of each of the Acyl-Ch products was determined sample. In the spectrum, the intensity of the methyl-group proton signals (δ 0. Hereafter, Acyl-Ch of total-DS = x is encoded as Acyl x -Ch.
189
In the present acylation system, for detailed molecular characterization, we should take into 
193
As can be seen from the spectral data, no absorption was present in the spectral region associated Table 1 tabulates the four parameters evaluated for the Acyl-Ch products prepared in this study.
219
In a general trend, Acyl-Ch samples with higher total-DS incorporated higher ester-DS.
220
Amide-DS was estimated to be >1 for most of the Acyl-Ch products, reflecting the replacement of blend is observed, then the system can be regarded as a highly miscible one on the T g -detection
246
scale that is usually assumed to be less than a couple of tens of nanometers (Kaplan, 1976; Nishio, 
275
These results supports that the polymer pair may be miscible at a certain level in the non-crystalline 276 state of the mixture. Therefore, this type of blend system was judged to be partially miscible. provided similar thermogram data and they were determined to be miscible. In more careful 283 inspection, however, the T g shift was prominent only at compositions rich in Acyl-Ch (> 80 wt%).
284
In addition, in such miscible Acyl-Ch/PCL systems, the crystallization habit of PCL remained 
